Abstract
Introduction
The design of computer systems increasingly involves integrating models with heterogeneous semantics. Today's systems involve components implemented using technologies such as software, digital hardware, analog hardware, optics, and MEMS (Micro Electro Mechanical Systems), each with their own domain specific semantics. When integrating such components in analysis and synthesis activities, it is necessary to bring together such disparate models to effectively predict performance properties. Thus, ontologies supporting the specification and integration of computation models must be developed and supported in nextgeneration systems level design languages.
The Rosetta specification language [1, 2] is being developed with such a goal in mind. It is geared towards system level design and provides a framework where ontologies of computational models can be defined. It also provides an interaction mechanism that defines inter-domain impact.
In this paper, we describe the Rosetta domain framework and use it to define models of computation. We use the notion of a unifying semantic domain [8] to provide a domain of discourse for models. A semantic domain is called unifying when it is used to represent various design paradigms. We exploit relations between unifying semantic domains and models to derive interaction models. As inter-domain interactions depend on the nature of models involved, their derivation and definitions cannot be automated. It is the domain designers' responsibility to define such interaction models. However, an interaction model need be defined only once. We present two unifying semantic domains, define a lattice of models of computation based on them, and express interactions between some of these models. We demonstrate modeling capabilities in the design of a vending machine in CSP [16] . We also show composition and interaction in modeling power consumed in a state-based timer model.
The Rosetta Specification Language
System level modeling involves integrating domainspecific models into a consistent system model. This integration is not easy due to the possibility of inter-domain interactions, where information from one domain-specific model impacts models from other domains. Rosetta attempts to address this problem directly in its domain representation semantics. Domains define ontologies of computational models and design paradigms. Systems are modeled by aspects, each as-pect representing a domain specific viewpoint. A system model is then obtained by assembling these aspects with the use of interaction models. An interaction model specifies what information exchange occurs between two domains.
In Rosetta, an aspect is called a facet. It represents the basic unit of modeling. Its specification consists of a signature, a domain, and terms. The signature consists of the name of the facet and a list of parameters. The domain that the facet extends provides a domain of discourse for the facet. In other words, the facet uses items defined in the domain and adds additional properties to them. Terms are used to express such properties. A facet can also create new items and again, terms can be used to define their properties. Semantic correctness is then defined as consistency of terms with respect to the specified domain. If no inconsistency is introduced by terms and declarations within the facet, then the facet definition is consistent.
Syntactically, as shown below, a facet has a label, a list of parameters, a list of declarations and a list of terms. Declarations create constants, variables, functions, types and even other facets. Terms are boolean expressions that describe constraints on declared items, or define and include other facets to support structural definition. The :: operator indicates membership and is used in declarations to provide type information. In the case of a facet declaration, the domain the facet extends provides the type information of the facet.
facet <facet-label> (<parameter-list>) ::<domain-label> is <declarations> begin <terms> end facet <facet-label>; Domains represent computation models and vocabularies for domain specifications. When writing a specification, a designer chooses a domain appropriate for the model being constructed. The domain is extended by adding declarations and terms that use the base domain's predefined computational model. Alternatively, designers can define their own domain by extending an existing domain or start completely from scratch. The advantage of using an existing domain is reuse of the domain and its interactions with other domains. The syntax for domains is similar to that of facets as domains are simply special facets.
Domain Semantics
Although the Rosetta framework provides some semantics in the form of facet algebra, it is mainly a syntactic platform. Semantics used in facet specifications is provided in domains. Therefore, specifications have different meanings depending on their domains. We use a denotational approach [3, 24] to describe these domain semantics. The denotational approach provides semantic valuation functions to map syntactic constructs to abstract values. Using different valuation functions thus gives different meanings to the same construct.
There are several ways for defining denotational semantics of a program. A common approach is to provide partial functions or relations on program states [3, 24] . Each state defines values for the variables in the program. A command in the program then denotes a change in state. Lee and SangiovanniVincentelli [20] propose another approach to denotational semantics based on signals. A program, or rather, a process is represented by a partial function or relation over signals. This approach to denotational semantics is specifically suited to modeling concurrency.
Program denotations into different representations give rise to the idea of making these representations available at a higher level of abstraction. By making these representations available, we allow designers to decide earlier on the best representations for their system specifications. We consider state based and signal based semantics to represent unifying semantic domains [8] that we call units of semantics. A unifying semantic domain represents a set of semantic objects that is used to represent several models of computation. For example, the state based semantics is used to express computational models such as finite state machines, sequential machines, continuous computation models and so on. The signal based semantics is used to express models such as CSP, Petri nets, and other concurrent models.
We use domains to contain the information relevant to units of semantics, models of computation, design paradigms, or engineering concepts. A domain provides an environment where new semantic definitions can be defined for new or existing constructs. Additional constraints can also be defined on existing semantics. Existing constructs or semantics need not be originally declared in the same domain. A domain is said to extend another one when it uses constructs and semantics defined in that other domain. This notion of extension is similar to that in the Java Programming Language [12] . The extending domain can use definitions from the domain being extended. However, the extension is not always conservative. By adding new semantics or constraining previously defined ones, it is possible to add properties that are inconsistent with existing ones. Consistency is guaranteed only if the properties added concern new syntactic constructs and are consistent in themselves. Figure 1 shows the lattice of domains that is obtained through extension. The root of the lattice is the domain logic that acts as prelude to the Rosetta language. It contains definitions for all basic types and constructs of Rosetta.
The rest of the domains are divided into three groups: unit of semantics, model of computation and engineering modeling.
State-based-semantics and signal-based-semantics represent units of semantics that define state-oriented and signal-oriented unifying semantic domains respectively.
The discrete, finite-state, discrete-time, continuous, continuous-time and frequency computational models extend state-based-semantics. CSP [16] and trace-based are two models of computation based on signal-based-semantics. Some examples of engineering modeling domains are RF, digital, sequential machines and synchronous.
Discrete domain 1
domain discrete(f::facet) :: state_based_semantics is begin d1: exists (fnc::<*(st::States)::natural*> | forall(s1,s2::States| (s1 /= s2) implies (fnc(s1) /= fnc(s2)))) end domain discrete;
The discrete domain (Specification 1) represents models where each state is discrete. It extends state-based-semantics and adds an additional constraint on the States set (declared in state-based-semantics). Since each state is discrete, there exists an injective relation (or one-to-one relation) between the set of states and the set of natural numbers. A one-to-one relation involves a function fnc that maps a state to a natural number such that if two states are different, then they map to two different numbers. Term d1 expresses this relation. There exists a function fnc, such that for any two states s1 and s2, if s1 and s2 are different, then their mappings under fnc are different.
An example of a domain that extends the signal-based unit of semantics is the csp domain. It uses items introduced in that parent domain such as:
Values type representing set of values associated with tags.
Tags type representing the set of tags.
Event constructed type that consists of a value and a tag. A specific instance of the type is given as event(t1, e1). Accessor functions are automatically generated to access each field of the constructed type. Therefore, tag(event(t1,v1)) returns t1 and value(event(t1,v1)) returns v1.
Signals type representing the set of signals. Each signal is a set of events.
@ dereferencing operator of a label with respect to a tag. This operator appears in all domains, but its semantics differs.
In the csp domain, we add constraints over these items to express the properties that are necessary to define processes. Specification 2 provides part of the Rosetta csp domain. Term c1 states that there is a total ordering of all tags in csp (the partial ordering axioms are also defined but not shown here). Therefore, although Signals are sets, due to the ordering of all tags, and therefore of all events, Signals can be considered as ordered sets. The function put adds an event to a signal. Get is its counterpart as it takes an event from the signal (we intend get to return the event in the signal with the lowest tag as shown in term c2. If evt is the event returned by get, then its tag is less than or equal to the tags of all other events in the same signal.) Function getSignal returns the signal without the event returned by get. 
Examples

Example of A Coffee/Tea Vending Machine
We choose a vending machine as a modeling example, following the tradition started by Hoare [16] and continued in several work [18, 28] . We model a vending machine that provides the choice of a cup of coffee or a chocolate when a dollar is paid and the choice of a cup of tea or a cookie when 75c is paid. The dollar and 75c events are the guards between two alternatives. Once one of these events occur, an external choice (the user) selects the next event. The CSP model is given as:
In Specification 3, csp vending is the Rosetta CSP specification representing the above vending machine process. VendTags represents the set of tags in our system. There are two possible states to the vending machine: (1) the machine is expecting money, and (2) coin event has already happened, the machine is expecting a choice. Therefore, VendTags consists of two elements. Since it is totally ordered, we choose integral values 1 and 2 that are intrinsically ordered. The values associated with events are dollar, coffee, chocolate, 75c, tea and cookie, each representing an event from the CSP model (VendValues). VendEvent and VendSignals respectively define the event type and signal type used in our specification. The vending machine process uses three signals: input for events produced elsewhere, output for events produced by the process, and ctrlSig for control events. The control signal ctrlSig contains only one event at any time. The tag of the event tells the process the state in which it is and the value of the event keeps track of the last event processed. As the control signal is not accessible from outside the process, we know for sure that the current tag can take only two values,
. If instead, control event is dollarCoin, then depending on the event in input, either a coffee or a chocolate event is put in output. Note that ctrlSig and input are modified such that the machine goes back to the initial waiting state at the next tag.
Example of an Interaction
An interaction represents a relation that defines when and where information from one domain impacts another. Whenever facets using domains that interact are composed, the interaction specification is automatically included. We demonstrate the methodology behind interaction models with an example of high level power analysis.
Power is the leading constraint in embedded system modeling. However, as power is implementation dependent, power analysis has been mostly done at low levels of abstraction. We use Rosetta and its interaction mechanism to propose a new methodology for estimating power dissipation at high-level. The methodology consists of first modeling the behaviors of a system. Then, the interaction between the system models and technology specific power models is analyzed to derive power consumed if the system is implemented in that technology. In another paper, we provide examples of power analysis for implementation in the CMOS technology. In this paper, we are interested in analyzing power dissipated in a software implementation. Tiwari et al. [27] propose a method for estimating power consumed by processors while executing some instructions. We use their results to provide estimation models for power consumed in a Rosetta design. We analyze the operations that occur in a model. The instructions that are needed for a specific operation can usually be estimated by engineers. Using empirical models derived from Tiwari's work, we can therefore calculate the power consumed by a model. The result is not very accurate and will also probably be underestimated. However, it should be sufficient for comparison purposes between implementation technology and between possible designs.
The power domain defined in Rosetta specifies how power consumption is to be calculated across a state change (p1: power' = activity * nominal + leakage;). Depending on the implementation technology, activity either represents switching activity at the gate level or current drawn by instructions. A software power facet (swp), extending the power domain, is written.
It provides terms that define the functions and variables mentioned above. It is important to note that declaration is different from definition. A declaration gives the signature of an item, while definition provides the value of a just declared or already declared item. CalculateOpActivity calculates the total average current (in mA) drawn by all the operations involved in a design. CalculateStructActivity calculates the average current drawn by instantiated facets. Facet instantiation is used in structural composition. 'not' -> 276 '=' -> 500 '=>' -> 700 end case end let + calOpActivity(tl(opSet)) endif; calStActivity...; begin t1: calculateOpActivity = calOpActivity; t2: calculateStructActivity = calStActivity; t3: outputActCoef = 0; t4: nominal = Vcc; discrete_to_power: if modified(alarm) then outputActivity = 0 else outputActivity = 1 end if and operatorActivity = calculateOpActivity(...) and structureActivity=calculateStructActivity(...) and activity = outputActivity*outputActCoef + operatorActivity + structureActivity; end facet new_swp; Specification 5 shows a simple example of a timer that goes off whenever it decreases to zero. Such a timer is used in operating systems for threads that are given a certain CPU time budget, but do not allow preemption. We compose this model with the software power model to analyze the power consumed by the timer as follows:
timer(setVal,start,alarm) DandP swp(Vcc,leakage)
The resulting facet is one where both models coexist. We obtain a software power augmented model (new-swp as shown above) by projecting this composed facet into the power domain. This results in adding terms (discrete-to-power) derived from interaction DandP into the new facet. This new facet also contains terms (t1, t2, t3 and t4) and declarations (calOpActivity and calStActivity) from the original software power facet. Function calOpActivity denotes what calculateOpActivity does. If-then-else, let and case are functions in Rosetta. They return the value of the expression they evaluate to. For example, if the sequence opSet is empty (nil), the whole if expression evaluates to 0. CalOpActivity is a recursive function. It returns 0 if the sequence is empty, else it evaluates the current drawn by the first operator in the sequence, and adds this value to a recursive call on the rest (tl(opSet)) of the operators in the sequence. The values in the case expression are derived from Tiwari's [27] estimation of current drawn in a 486DX2 processor. For more details on the Rosetta syntax, please refer to the Usage Guide [1] .
We simulate this augmented power model to estimate power consumption for the timer. Vcc for the 486DX2 is 5V. We assume a power leakage of 0.25 W. Since outputActCoef is 0, we do not care about the outputActivity. As no facet is instantiated in the timer example, structureActivity is also 0. OperatorActivity is equal to 3700 mA (one '-', two '⇒' and four '='). Therefore, total power is given by 18.75 Watt (3700 * 5 + 0.25). This is only an average estimate and the energy consumed can then be calculated according to the speed of the CPU. It can be made more accurate by other measurement of current drawn per instruction, and by involving only the operators that are used per state, instead of simply calculating the current drawn by all operations in the facet.
Related Work
Several efforts have been directed toward combining different methodologies and tools together. We group the related work into five categories: (1) computational model use and composition in one framework; (2) discrete and continuous domain modeling; (3) meta-modeling; (4) requirements engineering; and, (5) multiple logic.
Computational model composition is an important problem. Ptolemy II [7] , SAL [6] , and Metropolis [8] provide different approaches to this problem. Ptolemy II type system [21] is augmented by interaction types derived from analysis of automata representing concurrent computational models. Models are composed by using specific connecting entities of these types. The SAL, Symbolic Analysis Laboratory, framework allows the use of many tools and models by using an intermediate language. This language can be translated to and from the languages of different analysis tools, and can also be used to represent different concurrent computational models. The Metropolis project proposes a framework where formal models can be defined and compared. It uses trace algebra to compose models through connecting channels. Rosetta differs from these approaches in that it allows vertical integration of models. Vertical integration does not need communicating channels between models.
There are several approaches focused on combining discrete and continuous modeling. A hybrid automaton [15] is a generalization of timed automaton [4] . Continuous behavior is modeled according to differential equations within a state, while discrete behavior is modeled as jumps across states. Modelchecking techniques can be applied to hybrid automata. HYTECH [26] provides a model checker for hybrid automata, while UPPAAL [5] provides a model checker for networks of timed automata. VHDL 1076.1 [9] , also known as VHDL-AMS, is a language for mixed-signal design. It is a hardware description language that supports the description and simulation of digital, analog and mixed analog/digital systems within one environment. It defines a concept of quantity, to represent continuous variation. Rosetta also provides a framework for hybrid or mixed system modeling. However, Rosetta's framework is open and allows definition and use of other computational models.
The notion of meta-modeling is an object-oriented paradigm and UML [13] is often used for its implementation. A meta-model defines objects that can be instantiated to obtain objects of models. The MultiGraph Architecture [22] is a toolkit for creating model integrated program synthesis (MIPS) that allows experts to integrate models that represent domain-specific systems through a methodology called model-integrated computing (MIC). The Generic Modeling Environment (GME) [19] provides a tool that implements the MultiGraph Architecture. Terrasse et al. propose another UML metamodeling architecture to define abstract bases of agreement for interoperability of information systems [25] . Rosetta's framework can also be considered as a meta-modeling architecture. It provides semantic meta-models for computational models.
In requirements engineering, we relate Rosetta to viewpoints, feature engineering and aspect-oriented programming. The Viewpoints [10] framework allows different perspectives of a system to be expressed with different representation. Consistency check instructions provide conditions that need to hold for composition of the viewpoints into a complete system. Feature engineering consists of describing a system (mainly in telephony) by features, with a feature being a unit of functionality [29] . The idea is to specify features as if they were independent and then use composition operators to combine them together. In Aspect-Oriented Component Requirements Engineering (AOCRE) [14] , components are categorized according to the "aspects" that they either provide or need. Engineers use these aspects to reason about inter-component relationships. In aspect-oriented programming, the same notion of an aspect is applied on methods [17] instead of components. Rosetta differs from Viewpoints and feature engineering as it provides consistency checks automatically in its type checking. Rosetta does aspect-oriented modeling at a higher level of abstraction (specification instead of programming).
Institution theory and Isabelle provide approaches to combining multiple logics. The concept of an institution [11] is introduced to formalize the notion of a "logical system" and provides a foundation for exploiting the relation between logical systems. Some sentences can be consistently translated from one logical system to another. Isabelle is a generic theorem prover [23] . It provides a logical framework, i.e. a meta-logic, that can be used to formalize several objects-logic. Rosetta focuses on combining computational models instead of logics.
Conclusion
We introduce the Rosetta meta-model framework as a framework where different computation models can be used and composed. We provide definitions for some computational models and demonstrate their use in designing a simple vending machine. We also define an interaction relation between power and discrete domain to demonstrate a new methodology for estimating power dissipated by software. We observe that an interaction needs to be written only once. The discrete-power interaction is reused whether we are investigating power in a CMOS implementation or software implementation.
Numerous Rosetta analysis tools are under development. A Java simulator and a verifier will soon be available to provide formal verification support to Rosetta. Commercial test vector and test case generation tools are available for generating VHDL test vectors and will soon be available for C++. Prototype IP reuse and matching tools have been developed to aid designers in automatically determining if a component meets a collection of problem requirements. In support of these activities, Rosetta is currently undergoing standardization by the Accellera EDA standards organization.
